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The Iguana Commuter, an uncompromised boating experience.
The new Iguana Commuter delivers an entirely uncompromised boating experience.
This latest model from Iguana Yachts begins a new age of amphibious boating. The
perfect craft for those who wish to bathe in the sunlight of the world’s most exclusive
waterfront hotspots to those who simply need a vessel to get from A to B regardless of tide
times. The Commuter is a true multi-functional, sporty, day cruiser with a protected cosy
environment.
Building on the class leading technology of the Iguana
Yachts range, the Commuter incorporates the tried
and tested electric land mobility system of the Original
created in 2018. Powered by a zero emission engine,
the amphibious boat can effortlessly mount virtually any
terrain on it’s ergonomically designed tracks. While the
tracks appear rugged enough to move a tank they are
consciously designed to equal the ground pressure of a
human, drastically reducing any effect on the natural
environment – key for those planning to explore where
traditional boats cannot.
The Iguana range is already one of the most
technologically advanced boats available. The
amphibious boats are packed with high tech features
as standard including GPS with deepfinder and
autoguidance, underwater cameras and integrated
sound system not to mention a bespoke hull choice
colour – with so many variants on offer it’s rare to see
any two Iguana’s the same. However, this new model
elevates the brand to a new level of innovation.
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The commuter will be the most social of the 9m segment. For those who need shade from
the unyielding Caribbean sun, to those who desire the freedom of speed regardless of
sea conditions and those who need a reduced height for garage storage the adjustable
hardtop of the Commuter is the perfect solution for all. At the touch of a button the lofty
sunshade is converted into a sealed helm instantly creating a sleek Limo silhouette which
provides weatherproof protection for all with an extremely generous windshield.
Listening to current owners feedback the bold decision was made to add a cosy cabin
complete with head to this new model. Increasing the usability and extending the duration which owners can use the boat with family and friends. The cabin with electric lock is
finished with leather and creative lighting solutions in the roof liner and floor to echo the
guests mood. The head is invisibly integrated and varied storage options so possessions
can be left on board worry free when passengers disembark at their favourite beach front
restaurant.

The addition of a Cabin and Adjustable hard top have not impacted the boats
performance or aesthetic design. The commuter can comfortably achieve 40 kts and the
sleek clean lines which have become synonymous with the Iguana design remain intact.
The distinctive modern hull is combined with a robust carbon fibre construction to deliver
a smooth ride and superb stability.
Built with the aim of extending owners use Iguana have integrated shock mitigating
seats, a feature which ensures a smooth experience in even the choppiest of waters. The
Commuter Limo is fitted with 6 individual shock mitigating seats while the Sport model
has a transformational bench seat layout complete with driver and passenger shock
mitigating seats. The unique bench seat of the Limo is engineered with a freestanding
sliding back rest which allows guests to face forward when driving or entertain in a U
shaped lounge.
The drivers seats in both models are fitted with the added benefit of memory positioning,
allowing drivers to quickly return to their preferred command position when necessary.
This easy to use mantra is continued through several new features like the electric anchor
complete with automatic depth measure to ensure enough rope is always deployed and
the electric ladder which can be controlled on board and using the key remote control
for safe and secure passenger boarding.
This same remote can also activate the lights and simple touch screen management
system for easy access and start. The intuitive touch screen uses the same technology of
the latest tablet or smart phone and can be used to control any feature of the boat.
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With so much cutting edge technology potential buyers might worry about the
maintenance of such a boat, they shouldn’t. The tracks themselves require no
maintenance at all and because the boat can be stored out of water the need for antifouling is completely eradicated. The Iguana team also give new owners an introduction
course to ensure they’re confident with their boat and dedicated assistance.
The amphibious nature of the boat allows owners to park right outside their waterfront
property, eliminating the need for a dock, pontoon or marina space, not only a cost
saving but an aspect of the boat which means existing owners use their Iguana upto 6
times more often than traditional boats – simply due to ease.
One of the first models will be used as a tender to M/Y Spectre which has been
commissioned with a removable windshield and roof to further reduce the silhouette and
fit perfectly within the super yacht’s garage.
Iguana Yachts are building original and reliable amphibious yachts which can credibly
conquer virtually any terrain. The explorer or indeed boater in all of us will find it difficult to
resist the simple, no boundaries travel the brand offers.
To find out more or book your sea trial contact the Iguana sales director
Steve Huppert on +33 6 62 57 61 62 or steve@iguanayachts.com

Iguana Commuter Figures
at a glance
Overall length

31ft / 9.2 m

Overall width

10.2 ft – 3.12m

Max speed
with 400hp		

42kts

Standard HP

350

Guest capacity 7
Range		

100 nm

